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Meta-analysis is a term used to'describe a set of statistical techniques.used-to analyze, pool and leverage
the results of research studies.. While the term meta-analysis might suggest the use of sophisticated
analytic methods, these techniques range from computing simple summary statistics to more complex
analyses.. In all instances, the objective is simply to efficiently extract the information from a group of
related studies.. Meta-analysis techniques use data and results from a number of studies to either answer
the original research question with greater precision, or address new questions with the existing data.. For
example, applications of meta-analysis to DSM can estimate an average impact for a DSM measure
across multiple studies, or produce a confidence interval for an estimated average effect size.

Two example applications are presented in the paper.. These applications use representative data gained
from literature reviews to illustrate potential gains from meta-analysis" The results used in these examples
are not taken from actual sets of impact evaluations, and therefore, are illustrative only .. The Wisconsin
Center for Demand-Side Research is currently undertaking more rigorous meta-analysis studies using data
from impact evaluations performed by Wisconsin utilities ..

Entire books have been devoted to developing and presenting the equations and theory underlying the
aplJllC~atJ.on of meta-analysis metbods.. In this short paper, the examples focus on what meta-analysis can
accomplish and on the results, rather than on details of the calculation procedures; however these can be
found in the referenced material ..

Introduction

vervieneta- nalysis:

and aggregate findings on particle properties (Rosenfeld
This information is used by physicists world-wide,

with estimated values revised annually as additional data
become available.. Each year, the estimates ,become more

COlJnpu.m~ and analyzing data; and making
both the data and the analyses available to interested

_n"'OW''lIni~<:ll. D.hv~nC]lsts have saved millions ofdoHars
and years of research.. It is possible that these same
benefits may be available to DSM researchers.. This paper
introduces the concepts of meta-analysis and explores
potential applications of meta-analysis to DSM research..

@ Increase the pre~lS:1on with which the 1l1t"'8l"li"dl~o..,.·t~ of DSM
programs can be estlm~~te~j;

@ Provide information about factors that may influence
program across different applications; and

@ Accumulate and
research studies

This paper discusses the aplP!1(~aOIHH:Y of a set of statistical
tec.bm.Qu~~s for and the results of DSM
evaluations.. These termed meta-analysis
metno,as'l have the to:

and results from studies with small
sarnp!.es, such as end-use 1"'t"lIt:b,f'I3'i"'U"'H''lI'

Other have used meta-analysis techniques ..
are common in the fields of education,

psychology, medicine, and even the physical sciences .. For
in physics, the Particle Data Group has been

meta-analysis since 1957 to synthesize

Meta-analysis is a term used to describe a set of statistical
techniques used to analyze, pool and leverage the results
of research studies.. While the term meta-analysis might
suggest the use of sophisticated analytic. methods, these
techniques range from computmg simple summary statis
tics to more complex analyses .. In all instances, the objec
tive is simply to efficiently extract the information from a
group of related studies..
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Mt~taa·an,a1v'slS is a set of that use data and
results from a number of studies to either answer the
original research with greater precision; or
address new with the data. Meta-
~1l"'HIIII"C!1C! is a statistical of from
a number of studies8 of meta-
anaLlVS1S to DSM can:

meta-analysis, the reviewer can draw conclusions
about relationships that appear in the literature CarL

characterize the strengt~ of these relationships. The
reviewer can also describe the extent to which study
characteristics and DSM program characteristics may
affect the phenomenon (e8g8' program impacts) being
examined6 For sufficient data, meta
anaLlvsls can characterize the extent to which programs for
U~JltlIl2 and programs for have similar effects
on energy per dollar

l'raditional literature reviews typically involve qualitative
examinations of the results of a number of studies, and a
comparison of their trends and conclusions. Rather than
provide a subjective review of studies, meta-analysis
methods impose systematic standards and increased. rigor
on research efforts aimed. at synthesizing research results.
These criteria are not dissimilar from the stanqards
imposed on the original research. One stated purpose of
meta-analysis methods is the resolution of the dichotomy
between scientifically rigorous original research and then
the largely unsystematic, mostly subjective reviews of this
research. Even calculating the average impact· estimate
from a group of studies examining the same DSM meas
ure raises both analytical and statistical questions that most
often are ignored in traditional literature reviews. Meta
analysis provides a means of holding the "second users" of
the data as accountable for their methods and conclusions
as were the first (Cooper and Hedges 1992).

® Estimate an average for a DSM measure across

Meta-analysis techniques account for the fact that some of
the assumptions underlying traditional inferential statistics
may be violated when the data used in the analyses are
results from two or more related studies. Conventional
statistics rely on the assumption that observations are
drawn from a· population with the s~e underlying
dist~bution, and hence, the same variance. This assump
tion, termed the homogeneity of variances, may be vio
lated when the data are the results of different studies,
with each study having different sample sizes and different
variances for the estimates produced6 Meta-analysis tech
niques do not rely on the assumption of homogeneity of
variances.

Conditions under which meta-analysis is best applied
include: (1) a set of studies address the same question;
(2) the individual study comparisons test the same concep
tual hypothesis; and (3) the studies are independent
analyses. The meta-analyst typically will use judgment to
determine the independence of studies; for example, if
two studies are conducted by the same researcher using
the same methods, but with different treatment groups, are
those studies independent? One criterion that can assist
with this determination is whether the initial assumptions
made by the primary researchers are valid. If they are
not, and/or if are found to bias the study results in
some way, then the study should be either corrected

possible) or excluded from the meta-analysis8

The effect sire has traditionally been the primary variable
used in meta-analysis6 In the context of DSM evaluation,
the effect size is the magnitude of the DSM program
impact. Most systematic relationships in meta-analysis
involve estimating a population effect size. The effect size
for the population is most often described as the "stan
dardized" difference between the means of the treatment
group (It;) and the control group- (P,c) normalized by the
standard deviation (<1), often estimated, for the population,
i.e~ :

Produce a confidence interval for this estimated
average

the observed in "impacts" or
Iieffect sizes Ii to the variability that would be expected
if error alone were operating;

Combine results to
nr()baLblJJtv for the existence of an

in effect sizes
research

characteristics q
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an overall

through study
or program

Standardized effect size ::::: (Itt - p.,J/(J

~t2inClar(UZJLn2 effect sizes puts variables that are meas
essentially the same thing on the "same scale, If

making them comparable across studies.

In the case of DSM literature, the variables of interest are
often already on the same scale (e.g., kWh or kW reduc
tion in demand). Thus, they may not need to be standard
ized unless there is some other reason to believe that the
effect sizes are not directly comp~rable.



Meta-Analysis Techniques

Meta-analysis methods typically are categorized into
techniques that address three different sets of questions:
(1) How consistent are the estimates or fmdings across
studies; (2) Where results of studies do vary, are there
factors that explain the variation; and (3) What is the' best
way to use the information from a set of related studies to
produce a combined or average effect estimate? The
techniques used to address these questions are termed
diffuse tests, focused tests, and synthesis procedures in the
meta-analysis literature (Rosenthal 1984). Each is
discussed below.

Consistency of Results m Di use Tests

Suppose four studies were conducted to determine the
energy impact of residential weatherization programs"
Three of these studies indicated that statistically significant
savings resulted from the program, while one indicated
that the savings were not significant. A reviewer conduct
ing a traditional literature review might conclude that
residential weatherization programs probably have a
significant effect on energy use, but that some
.I. .li..L.II.U>.lULIa';"o,;:lI were COIltr~ld.l(~tOlrv

A diffuse test can be used to compare the size of the
energy savings and determine whether observed effect
sizes differ among themselves and/or whether

consistently reject the studies' nun hypotheses. This
meta-~~rna.lvsls test could several conclusions:

it is conceivable that the energy found in all
of the studies do not differ among them-

even three of the studies found that energy
savings to be different from zero, and one did
not Suppose the three studies with statistically n'll_...... .,,+<.......... ~""?-

estimates estimates from 300 to
600 kWh per year. rfhe fourth estimated energy sav

to be 200 kWh per year, which was found to be not
S12nJJ1CaLntJlv different from zero. The diffuse test could

that the energy found in the
I>JA[ift;.JLJIU!,.I..l!. .......M.lu.~ studies do not vary from that

In other words, the find-
in the fourth are not inconsistent with those in

studies one, two and three. In this case, the estimated
effect sizes across aU four studies are said to be

meta-analysis might' show that, among a set of
studies all finding statistically significant results, the
estimates from the studies may still be heterogeneous, i.e.,
the results are found to differ significantly across the
studies. For example, suppose the average energy savings

estimated by four studies of weatherization programs
ranged from 300 to 1000 kWh. All four studies rejected
the nun hypothesis of no savings. A diffuse test can
reveal, however, that the savings estimates found in the
studies vary significantly when compared to what would
be expected from sampling error alone. The meta-analyst
wou:ld then use focused tests to try to determine if the
effect sizes differ in a systematic way.

Third, the two types of findings outlined above lead to a
third potential conclusion, which is that the estimated
effect sizes from a set of studies all showing limited
statistical significance, when taken together may actually
produce consistent, relatively precise estimates. Meta
analysis methods for combining study results may increase
the statistical significance and the confidence in a given
~elationship. This will be illustrated in the example appli
cations, but to provide a simple illustration, assume that
three independently conducted studies all estimate program
savings to be 300 kWh. Also assume that each study pro
duced limited statistical significance, i.e., there is.. only a
50 percent probability that the impacts are significantly
different from zero. Now, a meta-analysis approach would
ask the following question: "What is the likelihood that
these three studies all could have been conducted and
produced these if the savings were in fact zero?"
If the studies can be assumed to be independent, then the
answer is the probability of a significant fmding for each
stud)' multiplied by the number of studies.. In this case,
this is .. 5 x .5 x .5 or .125 .. Given the results of aU three
........_'Ifo"lJ,.ii..""I~" there is a 12.. 5 percent probability of the null
nVi)otJtleSlS being true, and an 87 .. 5 percent probability that
program do, in fact, differ significantly from
zero.

can whether results show
systematic variation across the entire set of studies or
within subgroups of studies. Focused tests are used to
identify factors associated with variation in effect sizes &

Independent of whether effect sizes are found to be
homogeneous, there still may be some systematic variation
in s~dy results. Thus, meta-analysis can be used to test
specific hypotheses concerning relationships between
effect sizes and factors such as research design or
program characteristics.

As an example, suppose that a set of impact evaluations of
residential weatherization programs used d"ifferent methods
for estimating energy savings. Of the four studies, two
used a cross-sectional treatment/control group research
design, while the other two used a time-series research



design where energy use of participants before and after
participation in the program was compared.. A focused test
can be performed to examine whether the study designs
are associated with variation in effect size estimates; then
a diffuse test for homogeneity within each research design
sub-group can be applied.. The analyst may discover that
the effect sizes are heterogenous between groups, but
homogeneous within these subgroups ..

Techniques for Combining Stlidies

These methods involve estimating an average effect size
across a set of studies, and a confidence interval for this
estimated combined effect size.. The average affect size
indicates the overall "trend" or "result" of the entire set of
studies.. Combined effect sizes can be calculated for both

. homogeneous and heterogeneous sets of studies; however,
combining heterogenous effect sizes may mask factors
causing variation in effect and need to be viewed
with care..

Steps in a Meta-Analysis

Four are common to most me:ta-:anaLlvSles.

This involves the to be addressed ..
the effect of a to the status quo, such as the

Imlpleme:ntBLtlo,n of a DSM program is the issue to be
exanrlued.. can:

• Combine results of mUUtl1Ple studies to better estimate
the of a DSM measure or program0

® Determine if different program characteristics result in
different outcomes, e.g0' program or free

@ Determine the effect of on outcomes,
selr-:r(~D(J~rte:d estimates of free-riders different

tnr~Du~~n discrete choice ~n$IIV~~Hff

This involves studies andi

criteria for relevant studies. The retlieval' of
on DSM programs may not be straightforward0

all should be not just those with
results. Studies not producing significant

or studies results in the "wrong" direc-
may not be reported. This is called the "file-drawer

Dr()l)l~~m. If To unbiased these studies
should be included in the Their exclusion
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can bias the results toward significance. Second, more
studies provide more data and results, allowing the analyst
to be more confident about the conclusions .. It is important
to make an effort to obtain all applicable studies.

Step 3 - Data· Extraction, Effect Size Calculation, and
SignJficance Level Determination

The data required to calculate an effect size or signifi
cance levels must be extracted from the report The types
of data that are needed for these calculations include
sample sizes, sample means, standard deviations, and any
significance tests and probability levels (p-levels) that are
provided..

Information on the of the study or data that can
help explain variations in effect sizes or significance levels
are also useful in meta-analyses. These data can include:

author or sponsor;
Report date;
Sampling procedure;
Description of sampled units (pa.rtl(~lp~ltrnl2

customers, dealers);
vemolgr~lpnlC information for the ....,.................~ .... '.... '}
Characteristics of the paJrtlC:lp~mt:s;

These data may nrr.'l1rmP. information that will help
any in study results$

Two classes of .techniques have been
One class of methods is aimed at analyzing

effect while the other is structured to
significance levels and probabilities. These analyses
include the application of diffuse and focused statistical
tests, and meta-analysis methods for combining study
results.

Example Meta-Analysis
Applications

Two example applications are presented here.. These
applications are more documented in EPRI (1992) ..
These applications use representative data gained from
literature reviews to illustrate .the potential gains that
might stem from meta-analysiss The results used in these
examples are not taken from actual sets of impact evalua
tions, and therefore, are illustrative.. The Wisconsin



Center for Demand-Side Research is currently undertaking
more rigorous meta-analysis studies using data from
impact evaluations performed by Wisconsin utilities.

Entire books have been devoted to developing and pre
senting the equations and theory underlying the application
of meta-analysis methods. In this short paper, the example
applications focus on the results of meta-analysis, rather
than on the calculation procedures.

Example ppUcation #1 ...
eatherization Results

Data for this example are shown in Table 1. This table
portrays data from nine studies. All studies but one
(study 9) used a control group. Also, all studies but one
reported the standard deviation of the estimated program
effect. Without: information on the standard deviation, few
meta-analysis applications are possible. 1 In Table 1, the
effect size is simply the difference between the change in
energy use for program participants and the change in
energy use for non-participants. The effect size variances
shown in Table 1 use the standard equation for calculating
the variances for the difference between the two means.2

Confidence intervals for the estimated effects for each
individual can be calculated for seven of the .nine
studies. These are in Table 20

The combined effect size for "k" studies is calculated
from the t0110'lVl1]l2 e«lU8.tlOJn:

where di and vi are the effect size and the variance for
study L Using this formula, the combined effect size
shown in Table 2 is calculated to be 337 kWh.

A confidence interval for this combined effect estimated
can be calculated using the variances of the combined
effect size estimateso This variance is:

1
vcomb. -k--

1

A confidence interval is calculated of dcomb . as:

where is the 100 (I-a) two-tailed critical value
for the standard normal distribution. Using these equa-

the combined effect size estimated and the resultJmg
confidence interval meta-analysis methods are
337 kWh ± 25 kWh, for a precision level of ± 7 per
cent. As can be seen from Table 2, the confidence interval
for the meta-analysis combined effect estimate shows a
substantial increase in when compared to the

:-:-:-:-:.

I~ .
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individual studies. The average precision for the individual
studies is ± 27 where the precision level for the
me~ta-·an:f:uvslS combined estimate is ± 7 percent

A udiffuse test" that examines the homogeneity of the
effect sizes across a group of studies uses the t"nlln"lU1II1'I1(V

test statistic:

This is sum of squares of the effect
size estimates about the combined effect size
estimate [See (1982), pages 490-499; and
Rosenthal and Rubin pages The statistic

has approximately a distribution with k-l
degrees of freedom. If all studies do not have a common
effect size, then will tend to be larger than expected
under the condition of homogeneity. Thus, the test rejects
the of the effect sized at significance level Q'

if exceeds the l00(l-a) critical value of the
r':l"""n-!IiO:nillnnr~ distribution with k-l degrees of freedom [See

and Becker (1986) page

Example pplication #2 ... Commercial
Programs

The data for this example are presented in Table 3" In this
case, standard deviations are not reported for two studies

and #9). Also, these data come from three types of
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commercial programs - audit, rebate, and interruptible
rate programs.

The diffuse test for homogeneity produces a test statistic
of 467, exceeding the critical value and "resulting in a
rejection of the hypothesis of homogeneity across study
results" Focused tests that examine homogeneity within
study subgroupings can be used to determine if the
estimated effects are homogeneous within the different
program types. This calculation showed that the estimated
energy savings within each of the program groups is more
homogeneous than for the total set of studies. Significant
differences between the savings estimates for each
program group were found as well.

The combined effect estimates for the audit and rebate
program subgroups are presented in Table 4. Table 4 also
compares the combined estimate and variance t to those of
the individual studies. The variances for the meta-analysis
combined effect estimates for both programs are smaller
than the variance of any individual study for .each pro
gram. Again, the application of meta-analysis methods
that combine inforination from multiple studies increases
the confidence in the estimated program savings.

nclusi n

Meta-analysis methods can be used by DSM researchers
to enhance the information provided by impact evalua
tions" They can provide increased confidence in the
estimates of DSM program accomplishments and provid~
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1

4

Savings.

490

695

Variance

967

'518

'.$55

Variance
>:

648

dated. .estimate of program and/or measure impacts using
information from several DSM evaluations. This
combined estimate takes advantage of information gained
from conducting multiple studies on a single program type
and is more precise than the estimates from any
single study, Le., the confidence interval is generally
narrower. The influence of different evalUation methods
on estimates of impacts can be analyzed to see if they
contribute to systematic differences in study results.
Finally, these procedures can be used to examine how
different program attributes and designs influence the
resulting impacts from the program.. In conclusion, meta
analysis methods have made significant contributions to
other scientific disciplines and it can be expected that
similar contributions may be possible by applying these
methods to DSM evaluation research.
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Endnotes
a better of why different program designs
DrO~aU(~e different outcomes. These procedures provide a
consIstent approach for accumulating information from

evaluation studies examining similar DSM
programs. Meta-analysis methods can produce a consoH-

1& If a t-statistic is reported, then the standard deviations
can be "backed out" from the statistic.



2. This equation is simply the square of the standard
deviation of the treatment group (sdJ divided by the
sample size (~), plus the standard deviation of the
control group. squared' divided by it's sample size, or

For study 1, the effect size variance is

150
2

+ 1002 = 6 875,
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